Single «Lazy Day» by Wolkenpark, Release Date: 10 May 2022
«Lazy Day» contains two tracks of which the basics were recorded during three weekends in spring 2021
while Corona had destroyed all live gigs. These were live recordings, two to four takes for each track which
built the base of the full album (to be released in September 2022).
The title track «Lazy Day» is composed by bass player Jean-Pierre Schaller, a smoothly rolling theme
which evolves smoothly thoughout the whole piece passing a dialogue like solo by bass and trumpet and
culminating towards the end in looping cascades over the main theme.
The second track, composed by trumpet player Kriz «Flew» Flueler, is called «Standing Back» a relaxed
laid back major/minor exercise, which is cleverly hidden by a sophisticated melody. In the studio the basic
tracks were enriched by a multiplied Kriz playing additional trumpets, flugelhorns, valve trombones and
even a tuba.
These two tracks actually aren‘t typical for the bands sound, which tends to be much more aggressive and
heavy using more live effects, faster and more complex rhythms like drum‘n‘bass. So be prepared for the
next release!

Production
The whole production was recorded and mixed by Kriz Flueler at his home studio «Klangfaktur». After
years of working «in the box» (completely digital) he returned for this recording to his roots and mixed
analog on finest vintage equipment like a Studer 963 desk, Urei, Amek, Quantec outboard or real tape
delays. Overdubs were made by Julien Boss on Yamaha CP-70, Hohner D-6, Roland Juno 60 and other
synthesizers. For more details about the equipment and the mixing process check his website http://www.
klangfaktur.ch and/or contact him directly.
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Press material
Dropbox folder with press material and original resolution audio previews:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/59wlnl5oa364ij7/AADZKX9Po6vAsd3dlYUYOFTta?dl=0
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